FIELD OBSERVATIONS
The consultant team visited Kalamazoo Metro Transit
on June 9 to 11, 2015 to review current service and
operations. Field observations included a review of
Metro Transit’s service delivery, a review of selected
policies and procedures, and a review of some

financial and operational data. Observations are
organized into the following categories:
■■ Administrative – elements of Metro Transit’s
internal operations
■■ Operational – elements of Metro Transit’s transit
service

■■ Facilities/physical environment – elements of
transit’s built assets and the built environment
that supports transit
■■ Maintenance – maintenance and repair of
rolling stock

ADMINISTRATIVE OBSERVATIONS
Organizational Structure

Training and Staffing

There are eight people who directly report to
the Executive Director for system management.
Depending on future growth strategies and priorities,
there may be advantages to consolidation of the
direct reports to the Executive Director. There are
29 professional and management employees who
support 76 drivers (56 full-time/20 part-time) and 23
maintenance workers.

Interviews with staff members indicated a significant
personnel turnover occurred in 2012 and 2013 due
to an Early Retirement Incentive (ERI). This resulted in
the retirement of 50% of maintenance employees;
approximately 1/3 of drivers; and many of the
senior management staff. This has had an impact on
institutional knowledge and resources retained within
the organization.

As the transit system grows in service area, service
hours, and coordinates new modes of transit service,
the level and responsibilities of supervisors staff must
change accordingly. Shifting of resources result from
the addition of new technology that streamlines
dispatching and other functions. If additional duties
result, then decisions can be made on assigning
those duties to current employees, adding employees, or contracting for the services.

Prior to 2006, there were seven supervisors. Road
supervisors were actively engaged in maintaining
service reliability and assisting drivers with various
operating problems. While the current staff of five
supervisors attempts to provide similar assistance,
there are often competing priorities that prevent
timely response across a broad geographic area.
Training processes were not deeply analyzed during
this review but conversation indicated basic hiring
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and training of new employees is adequate. Twice
yearly training sessions are also held to address
various operational issues and to approach problem
solving collaboratively. A willingness by management to examine different hiring and training processes was expressed.

Data Collection
The current operation collects a wide variety of
data on performance. Many recent updates to the
information technology systems at Metro Transit
enable the data collection to be much greater than
that of typical municipal operations. The monthly
“dashboard” includes a three year trend of some key
indicators. Collected data includes:
■■ Total boardings by month by route and service
■■ Passengers per revenue-hour by route and service
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■■ Number of transfers, WMU and KVCC students, wheelchair and bike operations

Figure 14. Example of Metro Transit Dashboard

■■ Driver overtime
■■ Track My Bus, Webpage views, phone app
downloads, phone calls
■■ Injuries, claims, and payments for injuries and
claims
■■ Claims by type and injuries by cause
■■ OSHA work related incidents
■■ Community service van utilization including
miles/hours/passengers
■■ County Connect originating riders by township,
village, and city
■■ ADA passenger trips since 1995
The data is collected and displayed on an office
bulletin board, but not widely disseminated to all
employees (see Figure 14). While performance data
is currently used for some operational decision making, recommendations developed under this project
include some best practices that Metro Transit can
incorporate to improve data-driven decision making
processes.
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Transit Finance and Funding
The consultant team reviewed financial data from
2009 to the current budget. Revenue sources were
discussed as well as expense programs. The system has been operating with minor deficits in some
years and a surplus in one year. The fund balance
is the critical element in determining fiscal strength
for dealing with a short-term crisis, such as quickly
rising fuel prices, an insurance crisis, or a reduction
in funding from one of the funding sources. Based on
conversations with the Executive Director, the current
level of reserves is sufficient to address many of these
issues. As state and federal funding sources supporting urban bus systems become more volatile, having
a stable reserve of funding to maintain resilience is
critical. After the transition to CCTA, the Transit Board
and Executive Director can develop a desired fund
balance level goal.

Marketing
The marketing program at Metro Transit operates at a
smaller scale than peer systems. It consists primarily
of low cost activities, such as attending community
events, making presentations to local groups, and
maintaining the website. Some market research is
performed, however, the data collected does not
coalesce into service improvements as all marketing
decisions appear to be cost driven. Social media is
present but not as widely used as it could be.
A more robust marketing program might include
improved system maps and timetables, a strong
market research program, outreach to demographic
groups and institutions with similar demographics

to the current ridership base; and other progressive
transit marketing activities.

Planning
There is no full time route or service planner at Metro
Transit or the Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO). The Comprehensive Operations Analysis
(COA) completed in 2010 has made a series of
recommendations. Many of them have been implemented and some route modifications have been
made beyond those recommended in the COA.
Metro Transit bus operators and operations staff
comprise a Route Committee that meets regularly to
discuss and address issues related to route design
and the transit service area. As the service area
expands and products become more sophisticated,
greater expectations will be placed on Metro Transit
with regard to state and federal compliance and
there will be a need to have staff dedicated to both
long and short-term transit route and service planning. This will require a level of resources beyond
the Route Committee, and someone that has or can
be trained to have a comprehensive understanding
of transit planning principles, infrastructure standards,
and transportation programs.

OPERATIONAL
OBSERVATIONS
On-Time Performance
While conducting field observations, there were
some instances of buses falling behind schedule.
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Construction, boarding of passengers with wheelchairs, and traffic congestion all impact on-time
performance; however, when buses operate at
relatively low frequency, a missed connection or
significant delay will severely impact the usability of
the system. One bus was observed via the Metro
Transit Bus Tracker App to gradually become later as
the afternoon passed and eventually was more than
15 minutes late. Metro Transit will sometimes use
an on-call driver (kicker) to help, but this only occurs
when a driver is available at shift change times. It is
not a consistent operating policy to help late drivers.
Several conversations with passengers waiting for
buses indicated general satisfaction with the bus
system and driver courtesy. However, there were
comments regarding late buses, problems with fare
cards, and questions regarding responsiveness of
management to previous complaints. Safety concerns
were not expressed by the formal or informal passenger groups.

FACILITY AND PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT
OBSERVATIONS
Bus Stops and Shelters
Metro Transit uses a common style of shelter across
most of the system. Placement, pedestrian environment, and condition of the shelters vary throughout
the system. There are some innovative practices as
well, such as the availability of real-time arrival information, push-button annunciation, and cart corral
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shelters near grocery stores. Some bus shelters are
not ADA accessible due to the oversized garbage
cans that have been placed in the shelters. The larger
can saves money by reducing the number of times a
shop employee empties the garbage. Some shelters
appeared to have little sweeping maintenance and
the concrete pads were littered. Other shelters were
not connected to the sidewalk network. Some shelters have no sidewalk access on either side of the
roadway which requires passengers in wheelchairs
to use the traveled portion of the roadway.

Figure 17. Bus stop with poor access and construction impacts

There are gaps in sidewalk infrastructure which have
a direct impact on passengers. A passenger in a
wheelchair was observed at 11th/Stadium which
has no sidewalks. He indicated that it is very difficult
to visit his doctor (twice per month) when the grass is
wet or when there is plowed snow at the stop (See
Figure 17).
In 2014, Kalamazoo Metro Transit completed an
analysis of bus stops and shelters on their system for
compliance with the requirement of the ADA. Over
750 stops were inventoried to assess the dimensions
of platforms, slopes, stop conditions, shelters, and
other characteristics related to ADA compliance.
Prioritization of updates and cost estimates were
included in the study outcomes.
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Kalamazoo Transportation Center

Figure 18. Kalamazoo Transportation Center

The Kalamazoo Transportation Center is well
designed, clean in pedestrian areas, and attractive
(See Figure 18). It serves as the intercity terminal for
bus and rail. It is a busy location when buses arrive
every half hour.
Some oil from previous motor/transmission leaks was
observed in the traveled portions of the roadway and
parking area. No buses were observed in service
with active leaks. Passenger information is somewhat
confusing with the bus bay numbering different than
the route numbering. Scheduled maintenance at
the Center is performed on a regular basis, and the
Kalamazoo Department of Public Safety has a presence at the Kalamazoo Transportation Center.
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The maintenance facility has been constructed in
increments over several decades. It is clean and
appears to be well-maintained. A new wash rack
area has been installed and other building improvements are planned in the future (See Figure 19). If
federal funding continues to be leveraged for transit
infrastructure, the improvements to the facility will be
included in that programming.

Figure 19. Maintenance Facility
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MAINTENANCE
OBSERVATIONS
Fleet
The current fleet has a good age distribution with
previous bus purchases typically in small quantities
at one to two year increments. This creates an age
distribution with some old and some new buses
allowing new technology developments to be gradually introduced as the fleet turns over. The current
heavy duty fleet (36 vehicles) average age is 6.5
years and is near the optimum average fleet age
of 6.0 years. The Metro County Connect average
fleet (48 vehicles) age is 5.2 with a desired age
of 5.0 and the 10 Community Service vehicles are
4.0 years with a desired average of 2.5 years.
The Community Service vehicles average less than
7,000 miles per year and this factor can extend the
vehicle life beyond normal standards.

very good and minimizes the cost of maintaining
overage vehicles. This is greatly aided by having
stable funding from MDOT to provide the non-federal
share of capital grants for replacement vehicles.
The heavy duty fleet is from one vendor (Gillig) which
reduces parts inventory and maximizes mechanic
familiarity with a homogeneous fleet.
Figure 20. Example of a Medium Duty Bus

Vehicle observations included a few instances of
body damage and cracked door glass. Anecdotal
information from passengers indicated some vehicle
problems were not repaired for several days or were
recurring problems.
Passengers also expressed
some concerns about the interior cleanliness of some
buses.
Metro Transit’s hybrid fleet is manufactured by Gillig
and uses powertrains that are common throughout
the North American transit industry. By using proven,
widely used technology and equipment, Metro
Transit is minimizing the risk often associated with
new technology. The capital replacement plan is

Source: Friends of Transit for Kalamazoo County
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Using medium-duty buses on the lightly used routes
in Portage should be considered. Route 26 - West
Centre currently (2015 year-to-date) averages 9.3
passengers per revenue hour and Route 27 - East
Romence averages 7.2 passengers per hour. Route
12 - Duke, averages 12.1 passengers per hour and
may also be a candidate for smaller buses. Trip by
trip analysis is needed to determine if there are peak
trips with high ridership.

Maintenance
The maintenance program was negatively impacted
by the ERI with five of 11 mechanics retiring in 2012
and 2013. Currently there are 10 mechanics.
When Metro Transit operated the WMU service, the
peak heavy-duty bus requirement was 42 heavy dutybuses. It is now at 26 vehicles. After the contract
was terminated, Metro Transit increased its support
of the Metro County Connect service. It also began
maintaining light-duty vehicles used in the Community
Service Van program. The heavy duty fleet operated 1,545,342 miles last year. The Metro County
Connect vehicles operated 1,379,065 miles and
the Community Service vehicles operated 61,731
miles.

Maintenance operates on a 24 hour, six day week
which is uncommon for similarly sized systems. For
current vehicle and mileage conditions, the shop
appears to be adequately staffed, or even slightly
overstaffed.
However, if the expansion plans
materialize, additional vehicles may be added to
the heavy-duty fleet. Expanded service later on
weekday/weekend evenings and Sundays will not
require additional vehicles, but will add mileage to
the current fleet. A deeper analysis of shop functions,
contracting strategies, shift duties, hours of operations, and maximum fleet capacity with the current
work force is needed.

Metro Transit does full maintenance on the heavyduty buses. It shares maintenance with Apple Bus
(the contracted service provider) on the Metro County
Connect buses. Regular maintenance is done by
Apple Bus and quarterly inspections are done by
Metro Transit. Oil changes and minor work is performed by a local garage on the Community Service
vehicles.
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